Let £ be a vector bundle over a finite complex and y'£ its ith-K theory Chern class. We first show that c»7'£ = (i -1) ! S(n, ¿)c"£ + decomposables, where S(n, i) is a Stirling number of the second kind. We apply this result to show that certain multiples of the e-invariant of a map 5lm_l-*Sin must always be integral.
On Chern classes of Chern classes. Let Zbea finite complex and £EK(X). Then £ has X-theory Chern classes [ó] y'£EK2i(X)
which in turn have cohomology Chern classes cnyi^EH2n(X; Z). Our objective is to study the problem of computing cny'£ as a function of cfc. Contemplation of the universal example shows that there must be a universal formula expressing cn7*£ as a polynomial in c0£,
• • • , c"£. As a step towards computing this polynomial we shall establish :
Theorem 1.1. Let X be a finite complex and £ a vector bundle over X. Then we have cnl% = (i -l)\S(n, i)cn(£) + decomposables.
(Here S(n, i) is a Stirling number of the second kind. See the appendix for information about Stirling numbers.)
Proof. It will clearly suffice to check the assertion in the universal example, i.e., with X a giant skeleton of BU and £ the restriction of the canonical bundle. Equating these two expressions for ch2n7*£n leads to the formula cny% = (t -l)\S{n,i){n -l)!crn and recalling that (« -1) !<x" = c"£" we obtain cny% = (i -1) ! S(n, i)cnÇn.
If we let 6 denote the universal bundle over BU then we have the universal formula £VYi0 = ylB,¿cní?-r-decomposables. Applying <f>" gives Cn7*£n = AniiCnl;n and the result follows. □ Corollary 1.2. Let X be a finite complex and £ a vector bundle over X. Then we have ch2n7^ = (i -l)\S(n, ¿)ch2"£ + decomposables.
Proof. This is implicit in the proof of (1.1) above and in addition follows easily from it. □ Corollary 1.3. Let X be a finite complex and £ a vector bundle over X. Suppose that all products are zero in 77 (X ; Q), for example X is a suspension. Then ch2" y% = (» -1) \S(n, i) ch2" £.
If moreover all products are zero in H*(X;Z) then cvrô-(*'-l)\S(n,i)cn¡i. D Choose generators X, p,EK(S2nUfe2m) such that j*£m=\, i*p = !;n, where for any integer k, %kEk(S2k)=Zis the canonical generator. We ch X = <Tm, ch p = e(f)o-m + o-n: e(f) E Q, where as previously akEH2k(S2k; Z)=Z is the canonical generator. The rational number e(f) is of course the e-invariant of/ and its residue class in Q/Z is independent of the choice of X, p.
[l], [7] . Our objective is to show that certain multiples of e(f) must always be integral. To this end we introduce:
Definition. Let m, n, kEZ+, and set g(m, n) = g.c.d. {¿m -kn}.
In the appendix we will establish that
where m, n, kEZ+.
The main result of this section is the following. [7] .
Proof of 2.1. Let us continue to employ the notations of the previous discussion. Then on general grounds we have (A) y{p = riß + Si\: ri} Si E Z.
Moreover as we are assuming w 5^2« we obtain in view of (1. kEz+.n
